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statesman
first hero of
paragon city.

obey

chapter six:

ramifications

i figured. very
inventive, by
the way. red,
white and blue
fireworks.

Although I'd
imagine a few
patriotic heroes
will be here any
minute...
Two
questions
first.

statesman.
we need to
talk.

one - why are three

extremely

wanted criminals
signaling me for a
"talk" during the
first real break i've
gotten all week ?

two - how is it
that you three are

extremely

wanted criminals
without actually
being charged
with a crime ?

I'm not
really
with
them...

we didn't do
anything
wrong.
I
know.

You really
think I'd be
standing here
chatting it up
with a couple
of outlaws.

you
know?!

um, is that
a trick
question ?
how did
you
know ?

well I was enjoying
what little of my
break I had and
noticed an
interesting series
of events being
covered by the
local news.
to my surprise, in the
span of a day,
manticore has become
a sort of spokesman
for superheroes,
leading a fight
against the cyril
corporation and three
local heroes turned
criminals.

ah.

the most interesting
detail was how you
three seem to have
become paragon's
most wanted without
being charged for a
single crime.

exactly.

i said you
haven't been
charged with
a crime. I
didn't say
you were
innocent.

thank you!
finally
someone uses
their head.

this is great.
now that we
have statesman
backing us, we
can clear our
names and--

woah,
hold it
right
there.

aww...

Now, how
about you
answer my
two
questions.
Why and
how ?

CyCorp
Paragon City
branch offices.

I do
say...

I am
disappointed
with the Legion
this time.

Mr. Cyril, I am
sorry about the
lack of
communication
on this but the
legion guarentees
its work.

Per your
requirements,
they sent me. I
can get the job
done.

And that...
that-that-t
hat...
This
picture ?

None of
your
concern.
Do not
presume to
tell me what
is or is not
my concern.

I hired the
Legion to send
me one of their
best trained
mercinaries.
not this and
not... that!
I'll be
sending you
back and I
expect a
replacement
sent right
away.

you taking
on another
contract is a
direct
violation of
said contract.

The Legion
does not make
exchanges, sir.

They will when
they see that
you've broken
your
contract.

Sir ?

You signed a
contract with me
stating that you
would be fully

It's why the
Legion and I
have this
contract
arragement.
You will
be replaced and
possibly--

committed

to this
assignment.

I didn't
break
your
contract.

excuse
me ?

My looking after
Simple Minded here
is a preexisting
assignment. At no
time have i taken
on another
assignment during
yours.

la, la,
la, la

--oh?

But he
has
power.

alot
of
power.

As for Simple
himself, true
he's lacking in
the thought
department...

Hey...
agent...

I just
noticed, I
forgot my
shoes again.

Finally,
regarding your
"contracts", the
legion guarentees
their work-but you've
brought in

. . .

non
Legion mercs.
. . .
I,
um...

You really think
your "contracts
have any hold,
lawful or not,
against a
criminal
organization ?

It's
simple...

yes ?
me ?

...you pay

money,

we complete

the job.
So just
let me
do my
job.

You have
your chance.
Now get out
of here. Both
of you.

And
Agent...
Be thankful
you're with
the Legion.

Sir.

manticore
isn't
manticore...

so...

He is but he isn't.
It's something
strange I sensed
that I can't figure
out.

but
he is.

but he
is...

It's not
manticore but
someone
retaining all
his skills and
probably all
his resources.

There is a
villain known
as protean.
He's a-

-shapeshifter. I've
researched. he has
all the abilities
and i don't believe
it would be a first
for him.

True.
who ?
protean is a
shapeshifter. He
and manticore
have a... sorted
history.

what about those
parralell
dimensional
counterparts...
the praetorians ?

a possibility
but the
praetorians
lack the
technology
to cross into
our
dimension.

It seems that
the list is
near endless,
unless you
have any
further
evidence to
narrow down
the field ?

who else
could it be ?
it's got to be
protean.

none.
yet.

then i'll
be on
my way.

we have a meeting
shortly and I'll
see what I can
uncover withouth
tipping my hand.

tell me
what ?

statesman,
wait. Sin,
tell him.

it's
nothing.

Sin...
so that's it ?
we aren't going
to arrest him
or-or at least
have you clear
our names ?

no, we don't want
this manticore
knowing that
more are onto
him.

if you have
something
relevent to
tell me, now
is the time to
do so, son.

psychicly.

what ? I
thought you
didn't have
any powers ?

it's just
something
i'm...
sensing.

I don't have any
active powers
that I can use
against others.
just this psychic
sense. heads me
to where others
are in pain.

my powers seem to
be evolving. over the
last few months I've
been sensing some
things before they
happen. showing up
before a peron's
pain even begins.

and what's your
psychic sense
telling you
about this ?

another
thing you've
sensed ? by
sensed you
mean...

This city
in pain,
moarning,
death.
For a week now
I've felt it.
getting stronger
and stronger.
It's driving me...

crazy ?

so...

I'll get
to the
bottom
of this, I
promise.

We find that evidence
that'll tell us who's
behind this, how
long and why.

Now
what?

there's no
guarentee
with
statesman.

but... it's
statesman!
So ?

but I
thought
statesman
is handling
this now.

so ?

so is there
a plan ?

you guys just
never quit, do
you ?
not when
you're
with sin
stalker.
coming ?

not
really.

>sigh<
yeah...
why not.

Nothing
at all ?

don't
think
so.

something will turn up.
it might take sometime
but we'll stumble on
something eventually--

don't
move !
don't
move !
don't
move !

yeah...
eventually.

Please,
do not
flee.
what
do you
want.

I am known as the
General. I have been
instructed to give
you an "invitation"
to meet with mr.
Cyril.

What's the
connection
between
Cyril and
Manticore ?

Cyril ? That's the
company
Manticore's
rallying all the
heroes against.

I am not
permitted to
speak of such
things. only
extend an
invitation
and let you
know that,-

-"all your
questions
will be
answered."

That's some
lead we
stumbled
onto...

funny.

...I
wish
it was.

CyCorp Tower
Paragon
City offices.

Welcome
gentlemen.

Can I offer any of
you a refreshment
or perhaps
something to eat ?

You said you
could answer
some of our
questions ?

East Coast
Corporate hub.

I'm a
bit
thirsty.

Straight to
business I see,
I like that.

>beep<
>beep<

Now... I didn't say I
could answer some
of your questions-I said I
could answer
all your
questions.

Yes Mr.
Cyril ?
bring
biosphere
here some
refreshments.

how do you
know about
the situation
with
manticore ?
oh,
thank
you.
Sir.

What's
the
meaning
of life ?

yes, sir.

...all questions
dealing with the

current

situation you've
been facing with
manticore.

Because,
I created
it.

Mm... this
is really
good.

I

am

you resist
obedience. . .

. . .obedience.
I
am. . .

fighting it. . .

obey.

obey.

you
fight. . .

you
tear. . .

obey. . .

Obey. . .

yesss. . .

Give.

the
vile. . .

obey.
Open your
hand.

the
vile. . .
obey.

with this. . .

yesss. . .
Obey.

open your hand.

with this. . .

obey.
with this. . .

no more. . .

no more tears.
no more tears.

No more. . .

obey. . .

Obey. . .

obey.
Obey

how'd
you
figure ?

You
created it ?
yes.

What ? What's
wrong with him
then ?
brainwashing ?
Insanity ?

Manticore's
erratic
behavior and
sister psyche's
coma.

what's
replaced
Manticore ?

Nothing. That
is the real
Manticore
you've been
tussling with.

mind
control.

aw...
great.
we are
so dead.

yes...
mind
control.

Manticore sending away
any and all freedom
phalanx and vindicator
members that might have
any resistance or ability
to identify mental
control over others...
sending them to
the other end of
the world.

hm.
Very
astute,
sin
stalker.

mind
controlled
by what?

Its
codename is
Obedience.

at the very, least it
would be more
powerful than every
single psychic...
...put together.

It's a genetically
engineered lifeform.
an attempt to create
the perfect mind.
perfect ?

genetic tampering,
engineering,
cloning. what you
did... are doing is
illegal.

well... most
powerful
psychic mind,
rather.
in it's
complete form it's
powerful enough to
control all the minds
of the entire north
american continent.

maybe
more...

I never claimed to
be a saint. just a
business man. a
businessman with
a vision.

i'm not a criminal. not
like the ones you face
everyday. what i am
doing is for the
betterment of mankind.

for
science !
Impoving
the human
kind. all
kind !

whatever...

You said "In
its complete
form", "At full
power". you
weakened it?

crippled. body and mind. we took
apart it's genetic code. placing
gene-blockers and psy-dampeners
to keep obedience under control.

including
your
company.

what
happened ?

manticore. he broke
into the lab. the lab
is shielded. no
psychic powers can
break through, but
inside the lab...

that's also why
manticore's
been massing
heroes against
you and your
company. he
holds a grudge
against you.

so you see, i am
no criminal. i
broke the law,
yes, but not a
criminal.

inside, you need to
wear a psy-dampener.
manticore wasn't.

that's what a
criminal is...
yeah know, a
person who
breaks the law.

using manticore,
obedience escaped,
placed sister psyche
into the hospital and
sent many other heroes
on a wild goose chase.

tell that
to sister
psyche.

why did
you call
us here
anyways ?

I didn't
call you
here to
judge me.

in part, yes but a criminal
also hurts people and
breaking that
law wasn't hurting anyone.

There is only
one last
gene-stablizer
one last vile of
serum left.
chemicals keeping this
creature from achieving
god-like powers and
controlling the country,
if not the world.
damn...
destroy
it.

to help you.
manticore has
already
recovered
several genetic
stablizers.

done, but it can
easily be
recreated with the
right mixture of
chemicals.

each one of those
has unblocked
parts of
obedience's power.

What I have in my
possesion is a
psychic disruptor.
this psy-disruptor,
when placed on
someone's head will
completely disrupt
all nural pathwways.

chemicals that
can't so easily
be erradicated.

...working
prototype ?
how do you
know it's
working ?

. . .

For a being
with psychic
powers however
it will amplify
and reflect it
back within.

Our
psy-disruptor
is a prototype
and this is
currently the
only working
prototype.

i'd reconsider
your
criminal-slashbusinessman
theory, if I were
you.
Our psy-disruptor
is a prototype and
this is currently
the only working
prototype.

I'm offering you
help, but all you
can seem to do
is attempt to
insult me.
i'm
offering
you help.

Is it
working ?

none of
you get
this. I'm
offering
you help.
we
heard
you.

help with
clearing
your names-

-help
that
you all
need.

-help with
saving
manticore
and others-

-help with
stopping
this
threat-

we heard you,
but i don't think
we'll be taking
your help.

for the
first time
today, I
completely
agree with
sin stalker.
we don't feel
like helping you
clean up your
mess.

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR TIME, BUT
i BELIEVE WE
WILL BE ON OUR
WAY.

HELP...

ME ?!

I THINK
THAT
INSULT
WORKED.

i DON'T
THINK i
HAVE
ANYMORE
QUESTIONS.

WHAT

THEY

SAID.

YOU WALK OUT
THESE DOORS AND
MY OFFER FOR
HELP WILL NO
LONGER BE FREE !

IS IT TOO
LATE TO GET
A DRINK
TOO ?

help
me ?

are you sure
you know
what you're
doing, sin ?

I'm not about actually
to start. dispite what
everyone thinks, I
can't be bought.

not on his
terms. I won't
sell our
souls to a
devil.

i'm with you but
we probably need
that disruptor
thingy.

a bit dramatic but
yeah. heck my super
group and the
entire city hate us
because one guy
says we consort
with mr. cyril.

eh, it goes
with the
capes. right,
sin stalker ?

A bit
dramatic ?

Sin
Stalker ?
where'dWait... he
said he
wouldn't
sell our
souls but...
we have to help him.
There were all those
mercs up there.
he's going to get
himself killed !

yeah,
he is.
He
wouldn't
be stupid
enough
to...

Ah, change
your mind
already ?
Well, I'm a
man of my
word.

Now, not only
will you have
to keep quiet
about our
experiments--

--but you'll need to
go on television
telling all the world
how trustworthy
CyCorp actually is,
once this is over.
Do we have an
agreement ?

...Well ? do
we have an
agreement ?
no.

no?!

Is this the
part where you
make a counter
offer or just
some little
thread ?

Either
way, they
will both
fall on
deaf ears.

That can be
arranged.

I have
s-several deadly
and well trained
mercinaries just
outside this
room.

Not to mention
this entire
incedent is being
recorded and will
be edited later.

don't
be foolish.

these dang
doors are
locked.

That window,
look out! the
falling glass !

So
smash
them
down.

Hey look, aren't
those the guys
fighting
manticore ?
Sin Stalker
and
Biosphere ?

I-but...

but nothing.
get out of
the way. i'll--

hey, manticore
was fighting
with us!

bang
bang
bang bang
bang

!
g
n
a
b crash!
bang
bang

They think
I'm sin
stalker?
hah!

what
the
hell ?

Out of my
way, i'll
get us in.

bang
bang
bang bang
ohmygawd!
biosphere and
sin stalker
are shooting!
run!

someone
call the
police !

I'll meet
you up
there.

> sigh <

run!
Forget the
police, call
the freedom
phalanx!

We don't even
have any guns
on us! oh,

come on!

DOOR,
MEET MY
FIST.

S
M
A
S
H
...

hI !

CAN i
FIGHT,
YET ?

WE DON'T
HAVE TO
FIGHT IF
YOU DON'T
WANT TO.
i JUST WANT
TO GET TO
THOSE
ELEVATORS
BEHIND YOU.

BUT I LIKE TO
FIGHT. IT'S
FUN AND i AM
REALLY,
REALLY GOOD
AT IT.

tHEN WHY DID
YOU ASK ME
IF YOU CAN
FIGHT ME ?

OH, I
DIDN'T
ASK YOU.

HUH ?

<Get Cyril
out of the
office !>

**

BANG

SIN ?

oH,
SURE...

LET YOUR
BULLETPROOF
SIDE KICK DO
ALL THE HARD
WORK.

G
BAN
BANG
sTALKLING,
DRAW their
FIRE !

<live
grenades,
out!>

Translated
**from
arabic.

kmmm
o
oo

o
b
bk

ARE YOU
ALRIGHT,
SIR ?
NO, I'M NOT
ALRIGHT,
YOU IDIOT!
i WANT THEM
PUT DOWN,
ALL THREE
OF THEM !

PERMaNENTLY!

dang it, sin. my
demon aura might
keep me safe but
that still takes a
lot out of me.

<we now have
a green light
on lethal.>

get out
of there,
now.

oo o m m !!!

b

An
explosion,
duh...

What
was
that?!

<affirmative.>

<throwing
grenades
into a room
wasn't
lethal?>

<get the
rocket
launcher.>

you're
strong.
Thank you.
so >huff<
are you.

oh, i
know.
Hey Agent,
can I have
my snack
after this?
you tired?
want to
rest?

B l a am !!

Naw, I
already took
a nap today.

Stalkling ?
Stalkling
respond !
Stalkling ?

They are
using way
too many
explosives.

kssshhkh...

I have to
get up
there!
>tap<
>tap<
>tap<
>tap<
>tap<
>tap<

uh... I was
not... not
expecting
that... ugh...

<not
for
long.>

<Grab him. Now,
while his shielding
is down.>

<shoot
him in the
head.>

uh,
wha-what
are... what
a-are you
doing...

<he-he
is still
alive...>

I feel... so
weak. I... my
powers...

<barely.>

ahhh!
!

yeah...

aahh!!

yo-youyou...

aah!!

yo-you...
are a

demon!!

Stalkling!
You okay?
something
like that.

Where's Sin
Stalker? What
was that
explosion?

. . .

yeah. at
least I
think so.

Sin jumped out the
window and... that
explosion was a
grenade launcher
hitting me.

had to
steal
some of
their life
energies.

hit
you?

yeah.

steal
what?

life
energy
stuff...

. . .
grenade...

launcher, yeah. or it
might have been a
rocket launcher. I
don't really know
the difference.

it hit me so
hard--it
drained me so
much i almost
died.

<sir,
somethings...>

. . .
what ?
it's not
as b--

h
s
r
r
ck

No! not that
office! I said
the one from
before! earlier!

What are you
waiting for. use
those super
strength leg
muscles and jump.

oh
yeah,
okay !

The
window.

I am, i am.
Just hold
on a
second.
I've mainly just
jumped from the
ground and
rooftops before. I
need to calculate
angle and traj--

kkrash!

Simple! I said
the one with
the painting!

oh...
that's my
second
favorite
painting.

They alls have
paintings,
though. This
one is my
favorite.

go!

just
go!

now!
ugh!

the
mean
man?

come on, you
idi-arge,
come on! the
one where we
kept meeting
Mr. Cyril!

oh
kay...

Yes! sure, mean man
and you were
looking at that
painting and playing
with your toes!

Waaah! but, but
>sniff< I was
trying-waah...
really hard,

damn it!
there
they go!
but... >sniff<
>sniff< it's
the-the right
room... right ?

yes simple,
but you
took to
damn long!

kkrash!
so you
aren't mad
at me ?

no.

and-and, and
your being really
meaaanwwaaah!

not even a
little bit?
no,
not
even a
little
bit.
Not even
a little,
little
bit?

i-i...
waaah...
waaah...
don't
cry...

i did?
>sniff<
but you
said...

arg...
simple, i...
i'm sorry
alright. you
did good.

not
even a
little,
little
bit.

not
even a
little,
little,
little
bit?

Simple!
I know, I know,
I didn't really
mean it. I was
just angry they
got away, okay?

y-yeah...?
>sniff<
>sigh<
Let's go.

Oh
kay.

your death
will be my
freedom.

He's Back.

What--

I'm getting
tired of
enemies who
don't speak.

Should I
try and
follow him ?

Sin!

No. You
won't be
able to.

You
okay ?
I think I
could use
some
sleep now.
good,
Sin...

...good.

Somewhere in
Steel Canyon.
Morning of
december

Hm...
So what
now ?

Here. I grabbed
several
psy-dampeners
along with the
disruptor.
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We make sure
this stuff
actually does
what Cyril
said it does.

Wrong. we
will take
care of the
research.

You
will
sleep.

...alright.

You're
welcome.
...and
I'm
sorry.

Finally !!

Biosphere.
Thank you
for your
help.

We can take
these
psy-devices
back to my lab
at the
university.

You
really
think that.

ah...
thank
you.

I crossed the
line. I've been
crossing a
lot of them
lately with
everyone.

Good
night.
Goodnight
Sin Stalker.

Night,
Sin.

You
know, he
really is
sorry.

I know him
well and he
honestly is
sorry.

I don't know. He
probably still
doesn't even
trust me...

I wouldn't be
to sure about
that. look
over there.

If he didn't
trust you, he
wouldn't be
sharing the
location of his
home with you.

I don't
understand.

You
mean...

Sin
Stalker's
secret H.Q.

The place we took you
after our fight with
manticore and had
you wear a blindfold
when we left.

That's
his home ?
Well actually just
the top two
floors and part
of the third, there
on the right side.

He really
is trying.

I know he
is. I know
he means
well. >sigh<
this has
just been
such a
hectic day.

I'm at least 15
years your
senior but you've
both been at this
longer than i
have.
I just need
some time
to process
this.

You'll
get used
to it.

yeah. that's
understandable.
I'll-

-15 years ?!

yes.

you don't
look like
you're in your
mid-thirties.

I always
looked a bit
younger even
before I got
my powers.

Me too.
Clean
shaven and
all, people
say I look--

m
o
!
o
!
!
o
b
ka
siiinn!

To be continued in
the next explosive
issue of the
Justice-Knights!

